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It is called as a schematic both ideas and concepts, which are exposed in an orderly and simplified way graphically, using words and symbols (ideas and information), so that they are easy to understand and quickly understand by the user, as well as graphical representations of themselves. The system
is a form of organising and presenting information (knowledge) so that the main ideas of the subject can be recorded more quickly and easily, making it easier to locate information that facilitates learning, so they are very useful tools for pedagogical topics and technical problems, where possible, mistakes
need to be found quickly. This is the case, for example, in a tool that provides detailed schematic diagrams of how the tool works to identify problems and find solutions. They are also often used to clearly present ideas at various exhibitions, such as slide shows within a company, where available
resources, logistics, and the goals you want to achieve are exposed to better understanding of what you need to keep in your presentation. The use of programmes is very common in pedagogical matters, as it simplifies the learning of ideas and information, facilitates the work of learning, and is therefore
usually a very useful pedagogical tool. Simple schema (by line): The schematic graphically and quickly represents the most important information to be a quick understanding tool. A schema is a graphical representation that helps you display some information in a simple or summary way, making
understanding much easier. To be a schematic you can use the written language, as is the case with systems with letters or numbers (which you usually find in textbooks), although in itself the systems are characterized by graphic resources such as images, lines, geometric shapes, arrows, etc.,
information organization. Therefore, there are currently several schemes. They were originally carried out manually, for example in schools, to improve the teaching of children, and are now more commonly developed through software, making it easier to use them in cases such as the use of systems
within electronic presentations (both in education and in the business sector) when some kind of exhibition is being produced. The systems are usually according to a previously created structure, in addition to focusing on the author or creator ja, as well as the type of theme of the Concentrated. But we all
have a logical and synthesized relationship with information for easy understanding. Key schemes are the main types of schemes.- This type of system is characterized by the use of keys, which primarily help to define concepts or ideas and relate to each other. In this way, the keys are designed to group
the ideas and meaning associated with them. Arrow schema.- Like the previous schema type, arrow schemes have a logical consequence of information, or, put simply, a relationship from one fact to another. Therefore, its task is to synthesize ideas and concepts. Diagram.- A diagram is a schematic that
is a graphical presentation that summarizes information or a series of ideas, links them or defines them with each other. A chart is about using as few words as possible when combined with images. These are common systems of the type that we find in connection with the operation of various devices
and devices, such as computers, televisions and so on, all of which are easy to learn how they work, as well as to find possible errors and their solutions. Development system.- This type of system is part of a concept that develops in detail the whole system. These may consist of images, arrows, letters,
numbers, etc. Example: Bar scheme.- In this type, information is displayed using bars that logically and stitch together to concentrate concepts, ideas, or information. Numbering system:We often find schematics that are e-numbered to tell us the most important ideas; this is the case with many numbered
systems that we find in textbooks. In these they usually point to topics in such a way that they are fenced by defining more and more, for example, to speed up the learning of a particular topic by an educational person who reads the book that has this kind of system. Another example of a system



(electrical system): Use is very common in various devices where you can find systems for operation or repair systems. In general, there are systems in different parts that simplify ideas so that we can record them in the mejor.es following example: In the pyramid of healthy foods, according to their calorie
ratio. A schematic is a graphical presentation of ideas or concepts that relate between that particular topic, facilitating the understanding of topics covered by a practical way that represents the most important points, without having to read long paragraphs. Schemas are a way of analysing and sorting
concepts that are excellent from information, this is a very effective method, as many people use them because it makes the reader visually memorize the main ideas. Systems prevent repetition that are sometimes common in writing, so any idea is linked by making it easier to understand. I am very
flattered to give an overview of the whole topic, developing dexterity for analysis, raising attention span and become a good ally to review. Each system has a comprehensive reading of each writing, its realization of keywordsand short words are used because the goal is to be short and synthetic. It uses
many graphics resources, such as lines, braces, arrows, boxes, bars, or letters, to implement it. Type of schematic mathematical or scientific schematicThe type of system is usually demo or hypothesis, treating some aspect of logic or science. You can draw formulas to easily explain the number of steps
to follow from each step. Development schemaThe schema of this type starts from a specific concept. It develops as the system progresses, breaking down parts of it. Key Systems This is one that uses the keys to develop it to define the ideas and concepts that are related to each other. Band
schemesThe schema type is the same as the key scheme, but these bars are used. Chart or branch schemesThe type of schemes consists of branches that descend, starting with the basic idea that in this case the title. This system is present when there is a connection between different themes. It is
widely used to classify different topics. Numeric schemesThe data and categories of these schemes are displayed using numbers, symbols, or letters. The same steps are used as in the brace scheme. Box systems In this scheme, select keywords, categories, definitions, boxes can put theories, but only
the most important. It often adds pictures and descriptions to the theme. Schema column schemes where all the information is done on a single page. This is a vocabulary of terms, with the advantage that all expressions are in column form. This system complements the system in the form of a box. Flow
schemes To display a task or process that is performed with cycles or steps. Miscellaneous schema This is a summary of the writing in an outlined way, showing the data in a clear way and using different sources to develop it. Vaccination schemes Are a widely used system in the field of health, allowing
the patient to control the vaccines. This determines the last and next electric This scheme is a graphical representation of an electrical device. Conceptual schemesThese include all concepts, a circle or table, there are connecting expressions to form prepositions. Conceptual spider systemsOnly those
that are organized with all the important information, ranging from the inside out to all sub-themes. Chart schemesThe schema type is the one that sorts information linearly. Hierarchical conceptual systemsThese are the ones that put the most important thing at the top and break down themes according to
their importance, from the highest to the lowest. Systematic schemesThe types of schemas are those that organize ideas linearly, but with inputs and outputs. It is based on the conceptual map conversion of the schema into a structured dynamic that allows you to organize and represent information in a
laticular way in many forms of exploration. A schema is a graphical representation of the association of related ideas or concepts between which hierarchy relationships are established. A schematic is usually a major thought that is associated with others of lower rank, but which are essential to
understanding what they are learning. Schemas are used to explain complex concepts or as a method of study because they help you understand the topic in a synthesized way. Schema typesDifferent types of schemes that can be developed to make the topic easier to compress. Some of these are the
most commonly used. Key schemeThe brace scheme groups ideas by name, braces, or brackets. In this case, the main idea is followed by a key in which secondary ideas are grouped together and new keys are added from each of these ideas to explain tertiary or complementary ideas, if necessary. The
key system is also known as a synoptic box. Key scheme example:See also Synoptic Box. Arrow SchemeSy follows the same principle in the parentheses chart, but the concepts are hierarchical with arrow keys. For many, this method helps them better connect ideas, quickly understanding where they
come from. Example of an arrow scheme:Development schemaThe schema type is part of a central idea developed from other related concepts. Usually, the main thought is at the top of the page or support, and from there the secondary concepts are linked downwards. In development schemes, the
hierarchy can be numerical or alphabetical. Development schema example: Radial schemaThe schema type is named by the way ideas are contexted. According to this model, the main concept takes centre stage, secondary concepts go and are surrounded by tertiary concepts or complementary
concepts. Example of radial schema:Diagram or conceptual mapThe main idea in conceptual mapping is embedded in the top center. That's where secondary ideas start, and that's where higher education ideas start. As the system evolves downwards, ideas become much more concrete. Example of
conceptual map:See also conceptual map. Flowchart A graphical representation of a process. It has symbols or features that represent a specific action. It is used in technology and project management. Example flowchart:See also Chart.Characteristics is a schemaThe properly crafted schema must
match these characteristics: A graphical representation of the schema, so how concepts are linked through resources, such as shapes, lines, or colors. The schema must be specific and therefore contain all the necessary information, which is sum up by a few short words or concepts. The schema
function is summation. If it is necessary to add information about the scheme related to the ideas, it is probably not well doneThe scheme is one or a few main ideas from which the additional concepts start. If the central ideas abound, this means that inappropriate reading or summary has taken place. To
know how to improve a schema, you need to read the content you want to analyze or learn earlier. After reading and comprehension, follow these steps: Underline or add notes to the title of the topic or the name of the chapter you want to outline. Divide the topic into sections. For example, if the subject to
be tested vertebrate animals can be divided into 4 groups, which correspond to 4 large groups of vertebrates: osteictios, condrictios, agnatos and tetrapoda. Highlight the main ideas for each section, as well as the secondary ideas that complement them. In some cases, secondary ideas may have tertially
ideas or details that are worth highlighting or outlining. Start hierarchy: once you have clear the theme, subtopic or sections and the main and secondary ideas, you can start to sketch. Ideally, the schema is only the most important concepts. If necessary to provide a long explanation of the system, lose its
meaning. Once the schematic is ready, we should try to explain the subject under consideration. If it could be understood from this summary, it means that the hierarchy of ideas was correct. Updated on 07/02/2020. How to quote: Schema. In: Significados.com. Available at: Retrieved: Viewed:
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